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Abstract—In this article, a commercial low cost solution
for increasing DVB-T based passive radar (also referred to as
passive coherent location) robustnesswith respect to channel
allocation and range resolution, is designed. IDEPAR demon-
strator is updated to include a new recording system in charge
of DVB-T channels reallocation. The use of commercial hard-
ware introduces frequency mismatching between acquired
channels that compromises system operation. To face chan-
nel frequency alignment, fulfilling the requirements imposed
by the high Doppler resolution typical of passive radars,
a novel compensation algorithm is proposed, based on the
minimization of signal dispersion in the Cross-Ambiguity
Function domain. The well-known cyclic prefix van de Beek
method is used as reference. Results show an increase in target signal to interference ratio and detection performances,
as well as a reduction of clutter dispersion when the novel proposed algorithm is applied. The low cost solution is also
compared to a high performance one capable of acquiring a wide bandwidth of sparse DVB-T channels, and performing
channel reallocation by digital signal processing. Results show that both systems reached similar performances in terms
of range resolution and SNR improvement.

Index Terms— Passiveradar, passive coherent location,multistatic radar, DVB-T, COTS components,channelallocation,
frequency alignment, wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

PASSIVE Radars (PRs), also referred to as passive coher-
ent location, are promising candidates to complement/

substitute active ones in security and defence applications.
PRs are defined as a set of techniques to detect targets and
to estimate parameters using non-cooperative signals (such as
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broadcast, communications, radar, or radio-navigation signals)
as Illuminators of Opportunity (IoOs) [1]. As a result, PR are
a class of multistatic radar. They overcome all active radar
drawbacks associated to the use of a dedicated transmitter.
On the other hand, Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices
can be used for signal reception (antenna, RF front-end and
acquisition systems). The lack of control over the IoO imposes
the use of two-channel reception systems in the bistatic config-
uration considered in this article (the reference one, to acquire
the direct signal from the IoO, and the surveillance one to
capture targets’ echoes), and complex detection and tracking
techniques. An intensive research has been carried out in the
last two decades on PRs [2]–[5].

The first PRs used analogue signals, such as analogue
television and FM broadcasting [6]–[8], but they have low and
data dependent bandwidths. In contrast, digital signals pro-
vide higher and data-independent bandwidths: Digital Audio
Broadcast (DAB) and Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) [9],
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TABLE I
DVB-T PHYSICAL CHANNEL DISTRIBUTION IN THREE SPANISH

PROVINCES: MADRID (MAD.), BARCELONA (BAR.)
AND VALENCIA (VAL.)

Global System for Mobile (GSM) [10], Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) [11], Digital Video
Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) [12], [13].

DVB-T based PRs are under intensive research due to
their transmitted power, high availability, known position
and waveform, good autocorrelation characteristics, channel
bandwidth (� 8 MHz), and the possibility of using consecutive
channels for increasing PR range resolution [14]–[16]. This is
a key feature for the development of passive radar imaging
techniques [17]–[20].

Each DVB-T physical channel is associated to a stream of
digital data carrying one or more services that is denoted as
Multiplex (MX). In Spain, multichannel PRs could exploit
the three consecutive higher MXs centred on 850MHz, that
concentrated most of DVB-T emissions before the analogue
switch-off. It gave rise to a reallocation of the higher frequen-
cies DVB-T MXs to allow LTE 800MHz band transmissions.
The new DVB-T MXs allocation is characterized by high
spatial variability (in a same country, it can vary significantly
from one region to another), and frequency sparsity, reducing
the probability of finding consecutive MXs (Table I). Nowa-
days, a second reallocation is in progress, that will release the
frequency band ranging from 694 MHz to 790 MHz, for new
5G communication services.

In [21]–[24] a solution for exploiting multiple non-
consecutive channels from a single IoO was presented. A new
reception stage called recording equipment was included
between the Radio-Frequency chain and the acquisition one,
to shift the selected non-consecutive channels, and build a
new spectrum composed of consecutive shifted channels with
a predefined guard band. These previous works presented
a rigorous mathematical model and proposed solutions to
important problems that impact PR performance:

- Due to the use of different MXs with different carrier
frequencies, target echoes are the result of the combi-
nation of different Doppler components, one per carrier
frequency. A frequency correction term was proposed
for correcting this effect, an extension of that pro-
posed in [25].

- Although an ideal recording system was assumed,
a phase correction was required to achieve the integration
gain improvement associated to the higher processing
bandwidth [26].

The different channels were not phase synchronized
due to different factors: although a unique IoO was
considered, each carrier suffered different propagation
phase delays; Doppler shifts associated to moving targets
depended on the carrier frequency; the reflection gain
of desired targets and clutter sources were modelled as
stochastic processes.

The proposed solutions were evaluated on synthetic data,
without considering the implementation of the recording
equipment and potential associated errors. Another important
characteristic is that proposed frequency and phase corrections
were calculated for each target, using target parameters pro-
vided by previous detection and tracking stages exploiting a
single MX (with the resolution and integration gain associated
to a single MX) [26].

In the current paper, the implementation of such record-
ing equipment is tackled, defining design requirements and
processing architectures that guarantee low development and
maintenance costs, which are distinctive features of PRs. These
are more important in PRs using surveillance array antennas
and digital array signal processing techniques, which are key
approaches to improve PR performance with respect to angular
coverage and resolution, 3D (range, Doppler and azimuth)
detection and tracking, and radar imaging [27]–[29]. In these
solutions, a recording equipment per single radiating element
of the antenna array would be necessary, in addition to that
required for the reference channel.

Ideally, configurable high quality frequency conversion
stages are the main components of each recording equipment,
in order to allow the shift of the selected channels to build
a new spectrum compatible with the central frequency and
bandwidth defined by the acquisition stage. On the other hand,
channel allocation can be quite different from one emplace-
ment to another, in different regions of a country or in different
countries, therefore the recording equipment is required to
allow the selection and shift of any set of DVB-T MXs along
the complete DVB-T frequency band. These are high quality
requirements, which are provided by high cost devices. In this
article, an alternative low cost solution is designed based
on commercial frequency converters used for DVB-T home
distribution. These devices are analysed to identify sources
of distortion in the PR operation due to the use of a non-
ideal recording equipment. Design requirements are defined
and improved signal processing techniques are proposed for
distortion compensation:

• A new frequency alignment method is proposed to reduce
residual errors at the frequency alignment stage. The van
de Beek algorithm [30], which was designed for direct
reception of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) signals, is used as reference solution.

• A frequency correction algorithm is proposed for correct-
ing the target Doppler spreading effect due to the use
of different carrier frequencies. The solution proposed
in [26] must be applied to each previously detected target,
whereas the proposed one works on regions of the Cross
Ambiguity Function (CAF). As a result, the detector
can be designed considering the signals made up of
multiples MXs.
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Fig. 1. Basic geometry of a bistatic PR: RTi, RRi and L are the target-
to-transmitter, target-to-receiver, and transmitter-to-receiver distances,
respectively; βi is the bistatic angle, ψc and ψ are the angles defined by
the car bistatic bisector, βc/2, and the car speed vector, �vc, and the line
joining both targets, respectively. σbis,i is the tragets’ bistatic radar cross
section (i ∈ {b,c,a} refers to building, car, and airplane, respectively).

IDEPAR (Improved DEtection techniques for PAssive
Radars), the PR demonstrator developed by the University
of Alcalá [16], was used to validate the proposed record-
ing equipment and the distortion compensation techniques.
A reference processing architecture was also implemented,
based on high performance acquisition boards capable of
acquiring 80MHz of instantaneous bandwidth in the DVB-T
frequency band. Digital processing techniques were applied
to select and shift in frequency a set of MXs. A comparative
study was carried out to distinguish the effect of carrier and
targets Doppler phase delays associated to signal features and
propagation effects, and residual errors generated by non-ideal
receiver components in the proposed low cost solution. The
main objective of this article is to prove the suitability of the
proposed low cost approach, based on commercial systems
for DVB-T home distribution and new algorithms for reducing
their non-ideal effects; the reduction of residual frequency and
phase unbalance due to signal features and propagation effects,
will be tackled in future works.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
summarizes the principle of operation of PRs. Recording
system requirements and the hardware solution are presented
in Section III. The compensation method proposed in [30] is
analysed in Section IV; a novel compensation algorithm is
described in Section V. Both methods are compared using
real data in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section VII.

II. PASSIVE RADAR OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The basic geometry of a bistatic PR is depicted in Figure 1.
It is composed of a reference channel that acquires the direct
signal from the IoO and a surveillance one in charge of acquir-
ing the targets’ echoes. Both acquired channels are coherently
processed by the Cross Ambiguity Function (CAF) [31]. The
bistatic radar cross section, σbis,i , models the energy scattered
by the desired targets and clutter sources towards the PR when
they are illuminated by the IoO.

The CAF is the core of the coherent processing. It performs
the matched filtering, allows the estimation of the bistatic

range and Doppler shift of the target, and provides the nec-
essary signal processing gain. To generate the CAF, delayed
and Doppler-shifted copies of the reference signal, sr [n], are
correlated with the surveillance one, ss [n] (1) [6], [7]. This
requires a coherent acquisition of both channels preserving
their phase information.

SC AF [m, p] =
N−1∑

n=0

s∗
r [n − m] · ss [n] · exp− j2π p

N n (1)

N = Tint · fs , is the number of samples, being Tint (s) the
integration time, which defines the duration of the Coherent
Processing Interval (CPI), and fs (Hz) the sampling frequency;
m is the time bin associated with a delay τm = m/ fs , and p is
the Doppler-shift corresponding to fdop = fs · p/N . For each
scatterer, the result of the CAF is the Ambiguity Function (AF)
of the transmitted signal, scaled and shifted to be centred on
the scatterer bistatic time delay and Doppler shift. The bistatic
time delay is calculated as (RT + RR)/c − (L/c), being c the
light speed.

If the PR receiver and the IoO are stationary, a target, T1,
with speed vector v1 = V1ṽ1, present a bistatic Doppler shift
fD1 (H z) = (2·V1/λ)·cos (ψ1)·cos (β/2) (ψ1 is defined by the
target speed vector and the bistatic bisector) [31]. Stationary
targets’ CAF peaks appear along the zero Doppler line of the
CAF output domain (Range-Doppler Map, RDM), although
their contributions spread throughout all the RDM.

This processing scheme requires a complete coherence
among all the receiving channels: one reference and one sur-
veillance channel if a single surveillance antenna is used; mul-
tiple channels if digital array signal processing techniques are
applied, one for each single radiating element. All the Local
Oscillators (LOs) of the intermediate frequency conversion
stages must be locked, and the ADCs must be synchronized
in frequency and phase.

A delay difference between two targets echoes equal
to or greater than c/2B , being B the signal bandwidth, allows
targets separation. In bistatic systems, the associated range
resolution is calculated as �Rb = c ·cos(β/2)/(2 · B ·cos(ψ)),
being ψ the angle defined by the line connecting both targets
and the bistatic bisector associated to one of them [31].
On the other hand, Doppler resolution is determined by Tint ,
� f Doppler = 1/Tint . As the CAF integration gain is equal to
Tint · B , PRs use long Tint values, giving rise to high Doppler
resolutions, usually of the order of Hz.

The DVB-T MX spectrum depends on several parameters
that are selected by each country. In Spain, each DVB-T MX
is composed of a centred data bandwidth of 7.607157 MHz
and two adjacent guard bands to complete an 8 MHz band-
width [32]. Therefore, for a DVB-T MX, B1 � 7.6M H z,
�Rb � 19.74 · cos(β/2)/cos(ψ) (m). In [14]–[16], the use of
N = 3 consecutive DVB-T MXs increased �Rb by a factor
of 3. But if consecutive channels are not available, an acqui-
sition bandwidth B = N · B1, with M < N DVB-T channels,
will provide a range resolution increasing factor of M , instead
of N [33]. In [21]–[24], a deep study of multichannel signal
processing is carried out. Instead of designing an acquisition
chain with an instantaneous bandwidth equal to N · B1,
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Fig. 2. Architecture of a PR receiver with a single surveillance antenna,
including the recording systems (RS0 and RS1) before the acquisition
systems (AS0 and AS1) in both reference and surveillance channels.

composed of M < N non-consecutive channels, the available
channels are shifted to generate a set of M consecutive ones,
reducing the instantaneous bandwidth of the acquisition chain
to B = M · B1. Carrier delays and targets’ Doppler shifts
will be different for the different carrier frequencies, that,
in contrast with the study cases considered in [14]–[16], [33]
can be significantly separated, and frequency and phase com-
pensation techniques are required for achieving theoretical
integration gain and range resolution values. In the current
paper, this approach is considered, and the effects of non-ideal
recording system components are included in the received
signal model, with a first objective of compensating them,
generating a compensated signal suitable for the application
of frequency and phase corrections proposed in [21]–[24].

III. RECORDING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

AND HARDWARE SOLUTION

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the PR receiver based
on the recording system approach for the simplest case,
using a single surveillance antenna. This architecture can be
extended to antenna arrays. Each reception chain is com-
posed of a RF front end, whose main elements are filters
and Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs); the Recording System
(RSi, i = 0, 1), and the Acquisition System (ASi, i = 0, 1),
which includes the frequency down conversion and digital-
isation stages. A synchronization unit provides a reference
10MHz clock to RSs and ASs modules, to lock the frequency
converters’ LOs and the sampling frequencies, respectively;
and a Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal to the ASs for sampling
phase synchronization.

The functional block of a RS is presented in Figure 3. It is
composed of M sub-modules to receive a set of M DVB-T
MXs, and generates a continuous output spectrum resulting
from shifting the acquired MXs in the frequency domain.
To guarantee PR robustness with respect to DVB-T MXs
availability, the set of M DVB-T MXs to be acquired should
be configurable; to allow the integration of the RSs in any
operating PR, the central frequency of the output signal should
be also configurable.

PR operation is based on the coherent processing of the ref-
erence and surveillance channels, which requires high quality
configurable-LOs and frequency converters in each RS sub-
module. Frequency drifts and phase noises of the LOs of the

Fig. 3. Functional block of a recording system capable of performing
the independent frequency conversion of M DVB-T MXs.

different sub-modules will distort the acquired signals, giving
rise to PR performance losses that can be critical. Commercial
devices fulfilling these quality requirements are characterized
by high costs. Considering the proposed functional block
(Figure 3) and the extended use of surveillance array antennas
in PRs for digital array signal processing, the cost of the global
system can be dramatically increased.

A. Commercial Multichannel SDR Solutions.
The IDEPAR Demonstrator

There are different low cost multichannel SDR solutions
in the market that can synchronously digitalise sparse chan-
nels in a high frequency band. The hardware architecture
described in [34] provides high versatility and easy scalability.
Acquisition bandwidths are usually limited to several MHz,
which are suitable for PRs based on FM or DAB IoOs.
In multichannel DVB-T based PRs, multiple SDRs devices
can be combined for acquiring the desired bandwidth, which
should be a multiple of the MX one. As a result, the overall
system complexity increases (use of multiple splitters that
decrease the signal level available for the SDRs; number of
required communication interfaces…). Furthermore, typical
integrated ADCs have 8 resolution bits, reaching an ideal
quantification SNR of 49dB, which can limit the dynamic
range. Noise level is mainly determined by the first element of
the RF front end, that is usually a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA),
whereas the maximum signal at the input of the surveillance
antenna depends on the available IoO (trasmitted power and
distances to the PR and to the area of interest, that will
define DPI and the strongest clutter return levels). Taking into
consideration that typical commercial LNAs provide a noise
factor of 0.8dB, in the case study presented in section VI.VI-A
the maximum expected SNR is around 70dB (higher than the
49 dB calculated for the ideal 8 bits ADC).

Other medium cost solutions with higher acquisition perfor-
mances are available in the market [35]. The USRP B200 by
Ettus provides a maximum sampling rate of 61.44 MS/s with
an ADC resolution of 12 bits. However, the USB 3.0 com-
munication interface performance varies dramatically when
multiple devices are streaming through the same controller,
limiting the number of acquisition channels and effective
acquisition bandwidth.

IDEPAR is based on USRP N210 devices [36], that mount
a 14 bits ADC, and provide a maximum instantaneous band-
width of 25 MHz limited by the 1Gb Ethernet interface [16].
The maximum SNR, assuming and ideal ADC, is 86.04dB.
The detection performance of this architecture depends on the
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Fig. 4. Televes Twin A/D T.0x block diagram [38]. Frequency conversion
scheme implemented by the commercial solution.

number of available consecutive MXs in the selected scenario,
which probability can be really low (Table I). The proposed
low cost solution for the recording system will increase
IDEPAR robustness with respect to the available consecutive
MXs, guaranteeing a 25MHz instantaneous acquisition band-
width provided that there are 3 available MXs, whatever their
frequency allocation is. This bandwidth will be generated after
shifting the available 3 MXs in a continuous frequency range.

IDEPAR was recently upgraded adding new acquisition
chains based on USRPs X310 [37], increasing the maximum
instantaneous bandwidth to 100MHz, and using 10Gb Ethernet
interfaces. To perform quantitative comparisons, a high per-
formance reference processing architecture was implemented
based on the USRPs X310. This system can acquire 100 MHz
of instantaneous bandwidth, and digital signal processing tech-
niques can be applied to select 3 MXs among those acquired in
the 80MHz bandwidth, and shift them in frequency to generate
a continuous 25MHz bandwidth. This architecture guarantees
the coherent acquisition of reference and surveillance signals
and, because of that, is considered as a reference in this article.

B. Proposed Low Cost Commercial Solution
The commercial solutions selected to implement the RS are

the Twin A/D T.0X processors from Televes, which are widely
used for DVB-T signal distribution in the home [38]. Each
Twin A/D T.0X includes two conversion modules (Figure 4),
so two DVB-T MX can be processed simultaneously; each
module implements a two steps frequency conversion using
no locked local oscillators: the first one shifts the selected
MX to the passband of a high quality IF bandpass filter,
and the second one performs the final conversion to the
desired output frequency. The input DVB-T MX and the
output central frequency can be configured. Allowed input and
output frequencies are those defined by the DVB-T channel
allocation, in the range from 46 to 862 MHz.

The Twin A/D T.0X processors were designed for fulfilling
DVB-T signal direct reception quality requirements, whereas
a PR processes the raw echo signals scattered by objects when
they are illuminated by a DVB-T IoO. These echo signals are
cross-correlated with the reference signal to generate the CAF.
Regarding the input signal level, Twin A/D T.0X processors
minimum signal level is set to -56 dBm. Reference signal level
is similar to that expected in direct DVB-T signal reception,
because PRs usually use a directive antenna pointing to the
IoO. But the surveillance channel signal level is much lower,
requiring a pre-amplification stage to fulfil sensitivity require-
ments. Another important issue is related to the observed
output frequency drift. PRs are characterized by Doppler
resolutions of the order of some Hz. Measured processor

Fig. 5. Acquired signal spectrum composed of DVB-T MXs at physical
channels 26 and 39 relocated in consecutive positions 43 and 44.

output frequency variations are of the order of kHz. These
variations can generate artefacts in the CAF, and reduce
PR detection performance. This is studied in detail in sub-
sections III-C and III-D. The absence of local oscillators
shared by the processors also results in the loss of phase lock
that will affect the processing coherence. The reference and
surveillance channels present a phase mismatching between
acquired MXs that negatively affects the integration gain and
system resolution. Target’s echo phase compensation methods
will be studied in future works to mitigate these pernicious
effects.

C. Frequency Characterization of the Selected Solution
For the analysis of the output frequency drift of Televes

processors, two modules of the same Twin A/D T.0X
were configured to shift DVB-T MX at physical channels
26 (514MHz) and 39 (618MHz) to consecutive positions
43 and 44 (650 and 658MHz respectively). The Twin A/D
T.0X was connected to a directional Televes antenna pointing
to a DVB-T transmitter. The output two-channels signal with
center frequency 654MHz and a bandwidth B � 16MHz,
was applied to the acquisition chain of the PR, which was
configured for a carrier frequency equal to 650MHz. The
USRP N210 converted the processor output signal to gener-
ate the in-phase and in-quadrature components, which were
digitalised with a sampling frequency fs = 25MHz. Figure 5
shows the acquired complex baseband signal spectrum.

Two acquisitions composed of 7 non-consecutive data
blocks of 5 seconds with a temporal gap between blocks
of 10 minutes were carried out. After the first acquisition,
the processor was turned off during 30s, in order to evaluate
the effect of restarting the modules. Spectrum analysis tech-
niques were applied to estimate the central frequency of each
data block. As the integration time for coherent processing in
the PR was equal to Tint = 250ms, the central frequency
was estimated for data segments of 250ms, giving rise to
20 estimated frequencies per data block.

Figure 6(a) shows the results obtained for a module of
the Twin A/D T.0X, during the first acquisition of 35s.
After down conversion, signal spectrum was expected to be
centred at zero frequency, but the estimated frequency offset
was higher than 7kHz; the differences between data blocks
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Fig. 6. Temporal variation of the estimated offset for one of the Twin
A/D T.0X, during a 35s acquisition: a) before, and b) after processor
restarting.

varied along the acquisition time with a maximum value
of 70Hz; in each data block, the offset variation was lower than
±10 Hz. In Figure 6(b) the results obtained for the second
acquisition of 35s are presented, showing the effect of the
module restarting. In this case, the estimated frequency offset
was −11.5KHz; the maximum difference between data blocks
was 128Hz; in each data block, the offset variation was lower
than ±10 Hz. For the other module of the same Twin A/D
T.0X, the three estimated parameters (estimated frequency
offset and inter and intra block variations) were quite different,
as expected, because the modules of a Twin A/D T.0X operate
independently.

A set of 12 Twin A/D T.0X processors were studied.
Estimated output frequency offsets varied from few hundreds
of Hz up to several tens of kHz, and changed every time
the processors were switched on. These frequency offsets
in the reference and surveillance channels of the PR give
rise to artefacts in the CAF. The most relevant are the shift
of stationary clutter’s and stationary targets’ contributions
maxima to Doppler lines different from the zero one, and
Doppler spread of these contributions due to time variations
of the frequency offset. In Section III-D, a study of these CAF
artefacts is presented using real data acquired by IDEPAR
demonstrator after integrating the TWIN A/D T.0x processors.

D. Effects of Frequency Mismatching Modelling on PR
The model formulated in [26] is revisited, including the

effects associated to the non-ideal performance of the proposed

low cost recording system. For each DVB-T MX, and each
CPI, the transmitted signal, st (t), and the reference and
surveillance signals at the antenna terminals, sr (t) and ss(t),
are defined in (2), (3), and (4), respectively:

st (t) = a(t) · cos(2π fc(t)+ φ(t)) (2)

sr (t) = ξA,r · a(t − tL) · cos(2π fct + φ(t − tL) . . .

−φc,r + ξφ,r ) (3)

ss(t) = ξA,s · a(t − tT − tR) · cos[2π( fc + fD)t . . .

+φ(t − tT − tR)− φc,s − φD,s + ξφ,s ] (4)

where:

• ξA,r · e jξφ,r is the complex gain factor for the reference
signal, and the considered CPI, including propagation
effects.

• ξA,s ·e jξφ,s is the complex gain factor for the surveillance
signal, and the considered CPI, including propagation and
scattering effects.

• fc, φc,r = 2π fctL , and φc,s = 2π fc(tT + tR) are the
carrier frequency and phase delays.

• fD , φD,s = 2π fDtR , are the Doppler frequency and phase
delay.

If the range origin is defined at the receiver, and the scatter
echo delay is represented as tsc = tT + tR − tL , the new
carrier and Doppler delays are defined as φc = 2π fc(tsc) and
φD = 2π fD(tR − tL):

sr (t) = ξA,r · a(t) · cos(2π fct + φ(t)+ ξφ,r ) (5)

ss(t) = ξA,s · a(t − tsc) · cos[2π( fc + fD)t . . .

+φ(t − tsc)− φc − φD + ξφ,s ] (6)

For a set of P MXs:

sr (t) =
P∑

p=1

ξ
p
A,r · a p(t) · cos(2π f p

c t + φ p(t)+ ξ
p
φ,r ) (7)

ss(t) =
P∑

p=1

ξ
p
A,s · a p(t − tsc) · cos[2π( f p

c + f p
D)t . . .

+φ p(t − tsc)− φ
p
c − φ

p
D + ξ

p
φ,s ] (8)

In the recording system, the set of MXs are shifted in
frequency to carrier values denoted as f p

c,sh , to generate a new
set of consecutive MXs. Due to non-ideal performance of the
different configurable frequency converters, carrier shift and
phase errors are introduced: � f p

r , � f p
s , φ′p

r , φ′p
s respectively.

Defining φ p
T ,r = ξ

p
φ,r +φ′p

r and φ p
T ,s = −φ p

c −φ p
D +ξ p

φ,s +φ′p
s

sr (t) =
P∑

p=1

ξ
p
A,r ·a p(t)·cos(2π( f p

c,sh+� f p
r )t+φ p(t)+φ p

T ,r )

(9)

ss(t) =
P∑

p=1

ξ
p
A,s ·a p(t − tsc)·cos[2π( f p

c,sh +� f p
s + f p

D)t . . .

+φ p(t − tsc)+ φ
p
T ,s] (10)

After the recording system, received signals sr (t)
and ss(t) are down converted to obtain the baseband
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signals (11) and (12):

sr (t) =
P∑

p=1

a p(t) · e j2πφ p(t) · α p
r (t) · e j2π( f p

bb+� f p
r )t (11)

ss(t) =
P∑

p=1

a p(t−tsc)·e j2πφ p(t−tsc) ·α p
s (t)·e j2π( f p

bb+ f p
D+� f p

s )t

(12)

where α p
r = ξ

p
A,r · e j2πφ p

T ,r , α p
s = ξ

p
As

· e j2πφ p
T ,s and f p

bb is the
MX baseband carrier frequency.

Equation (12) considers only the echo generated by a single
scatterer in the area of interest; nevertheless, the signal model
can be extend to m = 1, . . . ,M scatterers (13).

ss(t) =
P∑

p=1

M∑

m=1

a p(t − tm
sc) · e j2πφ p(t−tm

sc) · α p,m
s (t) . . .

· e j2π( f p
bb+ f p,m

D +� f p
s )t (13)

Phase and frequency mismatchings between reference and
surveillance signals will affect the coherent processing imple-
mented by the CAF. To illustrate the problem to be faced,
real radar signals acquired with IDEPAR after integrating
the Televes A/D T.0X processors were analysed. For the
experiment, a configuration with one reference and one single
surveillance channel was selected. The reference antenna was
pointed directly to the IoO and the surveillance one to an
area of interest with moving targets, buildings, and other
sources of clutter. The main signal contribution of the ref-
erence signal, sr (t), was the direct DVB-T broadcasted signal.
The surveillance one, ss(t), was composed of Direct Path
Interference (DPI) from the IoO, clutter and targets’ echoes.
In this case, the main power contributions come from DPI and
clutter sources, being the power of targets’ echoes up to 60dB
lower, so Doppler effects produced by moving targets over the
whole surveillance signal were negligible.

The system was configured to acquire a bandwidth
of 25MHz centred at 850MHz. DVB-T MX at physical
channel 58 (770MHz) was sifted to 850MHz by Televes
processors. The CAF output was calculated for a CPI with
Tint = 250ms. Clutter contributions maxima were found in the
1060Hz Doppler line (Figure 7), very far from the expected
zero Doppler line. These effect is explained by the intra-CPI
frequency variations of the Twin A/D T.0X modules included
in (11) and (13).

To reduce, ideally suppress, these artefacts, an offset com-
pensation stage before of the PR coherent processing is
proposed. Each DVB-T MX shift requires two Twin A/D T.0X
modules, one for the reference channel and another for the
surveillance one. Due to the output frequency variations of
the modules, frequency offset compensation must be applied
to all the modules during all the PR operation time. Filtering
techniques must be used to isolate each individual DVB-T MX
from the reference and surveillance signals. After the offset
compensation stage, both signals will be concatenated in the
frequency domain to generate the multichannel signal to be
processed by the PR.

Fig. 7. CAF output generated using two conversion modules for shifting
MX at physical channel 56 (770MHz) to 850 MHz.

Compensation algorithms must operate with input signal
frequency mismatching up to 100kHz, under both direct
path and multipath dominant channels. Frequency offset must
be reduced up to PR Doppler resolution (4Hz in case of
Tint =250ms) to center the maxima of stationary clutter contri-
butions along the zero Doppler line and to ensure the correct
interpretation of target’ echoes. In addition, the compensation
stage must minimize clutter Doppler spread, to limit targets’
masking effects.

Commercial DVB-T signal reception requires time an
frequency alignment techniques for decoding the OFDM
modulated signal [32]. Multiple synchronization algorithms
are available in the literature, exploiting dedicated preamble
sequences [39], [40], pilot tones [41] or the cyclic prefix [42].
In section IV, the method described in [30] is analysed for the
considered PR application, to define the basis for the design
of the novel approach proposed in section V. The real radar
signals studied above were also used to illustrate the operation
principle of both algorithms.

After frequency alignment, carrier shifts’ errors gener-
ated by the frequency converters, � frp , will be significantly
reduced, but phase mismatchings grouped in φT ,rp , φT ,sp and
target Doppler shifts will remain. In [26], an individual channel
phase estimation is applied to each target after first detection
and tracking stages based on a single MX. After that, the phase
is compensated in the reference and surveillance signals before
the multiple MXs coherent processing. Errors depend on the
commercial modules operation, but also on channel propaga-
tion and target’ position and complex reflection gain.

In this work, detection is performed on the multiple MXs
signal after applying the frequency converters offset com-
pensation algorithm proposed in Section V, and a multi-
area CAF strategy is proposed for correcting target Doppler
spread due to the different carriers that compose the signal
(subsection VI.VI-A). A study is presented to analyse the
influence of residual frequency and phase mismatchings using
the low cost approach based on the frequency converters and
a high performance reference processing architecture. The
objective of this study is to distinguish the effect of carrier and
targets’ Doppler phase delays, associated to signal features and
propagation effects, from residual errors by non-ideal receiver
components. In both cases, the SNR is expected to be lower
than when using a completely frequency and phase corrected
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signal, but higher than when using a single MX. Once the
suitability of the proposed low cost approach is proved,
the reduction of residual frequency and phase mismatchings
will be tackled in future works.

IV. CYCLIC PREFIX VAN DE BEEK METHOD

The algorithm proposed in [30] is a common method for
blind time and frequency synchronization of OFDM signals,
based on a joint Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator (14)
of the symbol time beginning, θ , and the carrier frequency
offset, ε, which exploits the redundancy of the cyclic prefix
inherent to the OFDM signals, and the correlation character-
istics.

�(θ, ε) = |γ (θ)|cos(2πε + � γ (θ))− ρ�(θ) (14)

γ (θ) is the sum of L correlations between the acquired
signal S(k) (composed of one single DVB-T MX from
sre f [n] or ssurv [n]) and a copy delayed a number of samples,
N , equal to the number of OFDM useful symbol samples; L is
the cyclic prefix number of samples (15). �(θ) is an energy
term defined in (16) and ρ is a weighting-factor that depends
on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, SNR (17).

γ (θ) =
θ+L−1∑

k=θ
S(k) · S∗(k + N) (15)

�(θ) = 1

2

θ+L−1∑

k=θ
|S(k)|2 + |S(k + N)|2 (16)

ρ = SN R

SN R + 1
(17)

The maximization of (14) in both θ and ε dimensions,
produces the ML estimation of the symbol time beginning,
θ̂M L , (18) and carrier frequency offset, ε̂M L , (19).

θ̂M L = arg maxθ (|γ (θ)| − ρ�(θ)) (18)

ε̂M L = − 1

2π
� γ (θ̂M L) (19)

Due to the periodicity of the cosine function in (14), this
method can estimate carrier frequency offsets up to half sub-
carrier frequency spacing. In Spain, the DVB-T symbol useful
time, TU , is 896μs, so the sub-carrier frequency spacing
is 1/TU � 1.11k H z and the compensable frequency error
±0.55kHz. The frequency offsets produced by the recording
system studied in section III-C can be several tens of kHz,
so a pre-processing stage is required to reduce the frequency
offset to the method limits. Techniques based on DVB-T
channel active sub-carriers are normally used to limit the initial
frequency offset to the sub-carrier spacing.

In Figure 8 the ML metrics are displayed for acquired
reference and surveillance channels: ML time metric,
|γ (θ)| − ρ�(θ), at the top, and ML carrier frequency offset
metric, − 1

2π
� γ (θ), at the bottom. At the beginning of each

OFDM symbol, the time metric produces a maximum value
due to the integration of all the cyclic prefix contribution in
the γ (θ) function. When the time metric reaches a maximum,
the carrier frequency offset metric provides the value of the
signal frequency offset estimation. The ML metrics variations

Fig. 8. Example of van de Beek metrics for ML estimation: reference
(a,c) and surveillance (b,d) channels. OFDM symbol beginnings are
marked by an orange line.

are different for the reference and the surveillance channels.
In the reference channel, the time metric (Figure 8(c)) follows
a clean shape with similar local maxima at consecutive symbol
beginnings. On the other hand, the time metric of the sur-
veillance channel (Figure 8(d)) shows a variable shape, with
irregular slope, several sub-maxima around symbol beginnings
and different distances between them. Nevertheless, thanks to
the relative constant correlation phase along symbol begin-
nings, the proposed estimator can produce a relative low error
decision. The pernicious effects on the PR surveillance channel
frequency estimation process are explained by the multipath
dominant signal, and its inherent lower SNR. In order to
reduce the frequency estimation errors in the compensation
stage, an average of the estimation obtained from the symbol
beginnings into a CPI will be carried out.

The van de Beek algorithm provides good estimation results
for the direct reception of DVB-T signals. Nevertheless,
the multipath dominant scheme of the surveillance channel
increases the estimation error. In section VI, this algorithm is
applied to real data acquired by the IDEPAR demonstrator.
Results show that reference and surveillance channels fre-
quency mismatching can be reduced to be lower than the
PR Doppler resolution (4Hz), but residual frequency errors
produce Doppler spread of the main clutter sources, reducing
system detection performance.

V. PROPOSED OFFSET COMPENSATION ALGORITHM

The functional description of the proposed compensation
technique is depicted in Figure 9. It includes a coarse offset
compensation stage which limits the individual DVB-T MX
offset to tens of Hz with respect to the theoretical channel
central frequency, and a fine adjustment stage, which shifts
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Fig. 9. Functional description of the proposed offset compensation
scheme.

Fig. 10. DVB-T channel bandwidth estimation process for the reference
(a) and the surveillance (b) signals.

the surveillance DVB-T MX to match with the actual central
frequency of the reference one.

A. First Stage: Coarse Offset Estimation
This stage compensates the difference between the central

frequency of the signal provided by the Twin A/D T.0X mod-
ule and its selected output, limiting the frequency difference
up to tens of Hz. The estimation process is carried out in the
frequency domain by means of the DFT of a CPI from each
acquired DVB-T MX. The coarse offset estimation process is
divided into the followings steps:

Spectral averaging: To improve the frequency estimation
capabilities, the spectral average between consecutive CPIs is
calculated.

Central frequency search: The algorithm works as a recur-
rent process that calculates the signal bandwidth, BW (th),
over a variable threshold, th, and its associated central fre-
quency, f c(th), (Figure10). The value of this threshold begins
10dB below the maximum signal level and decreases in
each iteration 0.2dB. The relations between the estimated
signal bandwidth and the threshold level for the reference
and surveillance signals are depicted in Figure 11. In case of
the reference signal, the theoretical DVB-T channel bandwidth
(7.6071MHz) matches the estimated one for many threshold
levels due to the high SNR. In contrast, the surveillance
signal spectrum has a lower signal level and irregular shape
that makes the estimation of the DVB-T channel bandwidth
difficult. To avoid the pernicious effects of the channel disper-
sion and power level differences, all the estimated bandwidths
in the interval 7.6071MHz ± 50Hz are selected, and the
final frequency shifts, �̂ f p

i (�̂ f p
r , for the reference channel

Fig. 11. Example of estimated bandwidth vs. threshold: a) reference
channel; b) surveillance channel. The theoretical bandwidth is repre-
sented as a blue line.

and �̂ f p
s for the surveillance one), are computed in (20)

subtracting the mean value of the central frequencies of the
selected estimated bandwidths, from the desired baseband
central frequency, f p

bb. An average between the actual offset
estimation and the previous ones is applied. This process
reduces considerably the associated error when the level of
the DVB-T spectrum is close to the noise floor, enabling the
correct operation of the remaining offset compensation steps.

�̂ f p
i = f p

bb−mean( f c(th)∀th | BW (th)∈[7.6071 · 106±50])
p = 1, . . . , P and i ∈ [r, s] (20)

Offset compensation: Frequency shifts, �̂ f p
r and �̂ f p

s are
compensated in each isolated MX, p = 1 . . . P . Estimation
errors give rise to a residual frequency mismatching, ε′p =
ε

p
s − ε p

r , that requires a fine adjustment in the second stage of
the algorithm (21)-(22)

s′
r (t) =

P∑

p=1

a p(t) · e j2πφ p(t) · α p
r (t) · e j2π( f p

bb+ε p
r )t (21)

s′
s(t) =

P∑

p=1

M∑

m=1

a p(t − tm
sc) · e j2πφ p(t−tm

sc) · α p,m
s (t) . . .

· e j2π( f p
bb+ f p,m

D +ε p
re f +ε′p)t (22)

where εp
r = � f p

r − �̂ f p
r and ε p

s = � f p
s − �̂ f p

s .

B. Second Stage: Fine Adjustment
The algorithm modifies the central frequency of the surveil-

lance channel, towards the current value of the reference one,
minimizing the residual frequency mismatching, ε′p . The fine
offset compensation stage is divided into the followings steps:

• Zero Doppler line positioning: The differences between
reference and surveillance channels can be of tens of Hz.
To limit the offset error to the PR resolution, a process
based on the CAF is used. The value of the Doppler
row that presents the highest level (associated with clut-
ter contributions), is used for the surveillance channel
but with opposite sign. The system Doppler resolution
will be the maximum accuracy achievable in this step,
� f Doppler =4Hz for Tint =250ms
Although the stationary clutter contributions maxima are
positioned along the zero Doppler line, a Doppler spread
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Fig. 12. Example of CAF output main clutter cut along Doppler dimension
for six shifted copies of the surveillance channel.

can appear due to the residual frequency mismatch. This
dispersion can affect the detection capabilities.

• Focusing stage: In order to break through the accuracy
limitation of the previous step, an optimization recur-
sive algorithm based on multiresolution techniques is
proposed:

1) First iteration of the optimization algorithm:
Definition of the initial search grid: A set of five
frequency offsets are selected at each side of the
zero Doppler line estimated in the zero Doppler
line positioning step. These frequencies are defined
as fsearch,1 = −5 + l, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10}. For
each frequency of the grid, a shifted copy of the
surveillance channel and its associated short range
CAF output are obtained (SC AF

l ).
The main clutter source column is selected as a
representative sample of the Doppler spread in each
CAF output. In Figure 12, the level distributions on
this column for a set of six surveillance frequency
offsets are displayed.
Definition of a new cost function in the CAF domain
to be minimized (23). It is calculated as the dif-
ference between the pedestal and the zero-Doppler
position levels in the range column belonging to the
main source of clutter.

C(l) = −2SC AF
l [	R/2
, j ]+

R∑

i=0

SC AF
l [i, j ] (23)

SC AF
l is the CAF of the reference signal com-

pensated in the first stage, and the surveillance
one shifted to each search frequency defined by
fsearch,1(l), being R the number of CAF rows and
j the column of the main clutter source. The search
frequency associated to the minimum value of the
cost function is selected and denoted as fzero,1.

2) Subsequent iterations: In the i − th iteration, i > 1,
a new search grid is defined centred on fsearch,i =
fzero,(i−1)+ ((−5 + l)/(5i − 1)), l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10}.
The cost function is recalculated to determine the
frequency that minimizes its value: fzero,i .

Fig. 13. IDEPAR acquisition chain after the recording system integration.
Each RS is composed of two Twin A/D T.0X.

3) Stopping criterion: The iterative process will stop
when the cost function decrease is lower than 0.1%
in two consecutive iterations.

After last iteration, the pair of reference and surveillance
channels with lowest dispersion are selected as algorithm
output to continue the radar processing stages.

VI. RESULTS

A. Case Study
To test the proposed low cost recording system and the

compensation algorithms capabilities, real passive radar data
were used. The Twin A/D T.0X. processors were integrated in
the IDEPAR demonstrator [16]. Two Twin A/D T.0X working
in parallel were needed in each receiving chain to shift three
DVB-T MXs into a 24MHz bandwidth centred at 850MHz,
where the bandpass filter operates to limit the noise before
the digitalization process. In the surveillance channel, the low
noise amplifiers were placed after the antenna element in order
to ensure the input minimum level of the Twin A/D T.0X
mixers. The reference acquisition chain was similar to the
surveillance one without the LNAs due to the reception of the
direct signal from the IoO. In Figure 13 the block diagram of
the new acquisition chain is shown.

The new version of IDEPAR was tested in a semi-urban
scenario placed in the vicinity of the Superior Polytechnic
School (SPS) of the University of Alcalá (Figure 14). The
PR demonstrator was placed in a elevated position in the
building roof. The surveillance antenna element was pointed
to a relative open area at the North of the radar location with
big buildings at both sides: the SPS on the left and a big
metallic building on the right (IMMPA). The area of interest
was composed of two roads where moving cars and lorries
were expected: the R2 highway and the Meco road. Torrespaña
DVB-T transmitter, located 28km faraway, was selected as IoO
due to its high power and transmitted MXs.

Two real data sets were acquired, one for the analysis of the
proposed low-cost system, and the other for the comparative
analysis of compensation algorithms. In both sets, the proces-
sors were configured to shift the DVB-T MXs at physical
channels 55, 58 and 59, whose central frequencies were
746, 770 and 778 MHz, in a 24MHz consecutive bandwidth
centred in 850MHz.

A high performance acquisition system based on USRP
X310 mounting twinRX daugther-boards was selected as
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Fig. 14. Top view of the PR scenario (a) and new version of IDEPAR
(reference antenna with the commercial recording system (b), rack front-
side view (c)): the area of interest (dark green) is composed of segments
of the R2 highway (blue) and Meco road (yellow). The presence of the
SPS and IMMPA building sections inside the area of interest may cause
big reflections and shadowed areas.

reference for the low cost system performance analysis. The
X310 solution was configured to acquire a 50MHz bandwidth
centred at 762MHz to be able to digitalize the three disperse
DVB-T MXs selected in the radar scenario (with central
frequencies 746, 770 and 778 MHz). Digital processing tech-
niques were applied to select and frequency shift the acquired
MXs to consecutive baseband positions. The first real data set
is the result of 10s simultaneous acquisitions using the low cost
proposed solution and the high performance reference one.
Acquired signals were divided into 40 CPIs of Tint = 250ms.
Systems’ performances were compared in terms of system
resolution and targets’ echo SNR (Subsection VI.VI-B).

A second acquisition was performed by the low cost pro-
posed solution with Tacq = 30s. Signals were processed in
CPIs of Tint = 250ms, giving rise to 120 CPIs with a Doppler
resolution � f Doppler = 4Hz. The following methodology
was applied for the comparative analysis of the van de Beek
compensation algorithm, and the one proposed in this article
(Subsection VI.VI-C):

• First compensation stage: the coarse offset estimation
process described in section V.V-A was applied to each
DVB-T MX of the reference and surveillance signals,
in order to compensate the main offset component.

• Second compensation stage: the two fine compensation
methods described in this work were applied to the
preprocessed signals: Cyclic prefix van de Beek method
and the proposed fine adjustment algorithm.

• Preprocessing stage: To reduce the effects of clutter and
DPI, an adaptive filtering technique based on fast Exten-
sive Cancellation Algorithm (ECA) was applied [43].

• Coherent processing stage: the initial frequency gap
between DVB-T MXs can produce different target’s
Doppler frequencies. If this difference exceeds the
Doppler resolution, the target’s echo is separated into
different Doppler cells. To concentrate the target’s echo
at the same Doppler cell, the RDM is divided into
Doppler areas where different CAFs are computed. In the
central area (low target’s velocities) no Doppler division
is expected, so the CAF is computed with non-modified
reference and surveillance channels. In the adjacent areas,
the frequency of the separated DVB-T MXs in the
surveillance signal is modified in steps equal to the
system Doppler resolution before the CAF, to concentrate
the target’s contributions at the same Doppler cell. For
the selected DVB-T MXs, a 4Hz Doppler change every
97.25Hz and a maximum ground target Doppler of 120Hz
are expected. Therefore, a solution based on three RDM
areas is performed.

• Detection stage: to compare the effects of the com-
pensation algorithms, a square-law envelope detector
and a Cell-Averaging Constant False Alarm (CA-CFAR)
technique were applied using a bi-dimensional window
extended along 21 range cells and 13 Doppler ones,
with 2 guard cells along each dimension and a designed
PF A = 10−6 [16].

• Detection performance analysis: Probability of Detec-
tion (PD) and Probability of False Alarm (PF A) values
were estimated using the methodology detailed in [16].
The PD was calculated at plot level due to the errors
associated with the pixel detection grouping techniques,
generating common ground-truths for each declared target
using the target information provided by a Kalman filter
based tracker. On the other hand, PF A was estimated
at pixel level in the CAF areas where no targets are
expected. Monte-Carlo simulations with an estimation
error lower than 10% were used.

B. Proposed Low Cost Vs. High Performance
Reference Solution. Comparative Study

The first real data set was used for this study (three disperse
DVB-T MXs located at 746 MHz, 770 MHz and 778 MHz
carriers):

• Low cost approach: The Televes processors include high
selectivity Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters, with
impedance matching networks and low noise amplifiers
to compensate the high insertion losses (21 dB), giving
rise to a high selectivity solution with an equivalent noise
degradation lower than 2dB. The final signal applied
to the acquisition system has a bandwidth of 24MHz
composed of the 3 filtered and frequency shifted signals.
Carrier offset and target Doppler compensation tech-
niques presented in this article were applied to the digital
signal.

• Reference solution, which is configured to acquire
a continuous bandwidth of 50MHz. Daughter-boards
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Fig. 15. Acquisition system performance comparison: a) AF zero-
Doppler cut; b) CAF cut along bistatic range at non-cooperative target
echo position.

pre-selectors stage is composed of a set of 8 band-
pass filters. For the three non-consecutive MX DVB-T
signals, the band-pass filter extends from 500MHz to
800MHz, with insertion losses of approximately 3.5dB.
After two frequency conversion stages, the signal centred
at 150MHz with 80Mz bandwidth is applied to the ADC.
The final 50MHz filter is implemented digitally. After
that, high selectivity digital filters were applied to isolate
the DVB-T MXs. Different signals were generated: a
single MX (Single MX), three disperse MXs (X310 DM),
and three disperse MXs, reallocated to consecutive fre-
quency positions (X310 CM).

In both cases, signals were resampled at 100 MHz to analyse
bistatic range resolution using the AF. Figure 15(a) shows the
AF zero Doppler for the four defined cases and a fifth one
using three consecutive MXs acquired by IDEPAR demon-
strator before the DVB-T reallocation process (IDEPAR).
In all cases, the estimated bistatic range resolutions exceed
the individual DVBT MX one. Nevertheless, the presence of
bandwidth gaps in the X310 DM signals produces a modu-
lation of the compressed pulses with a reduction of the main
lobe width, and high side lobes that could affect the detection
stage. In consecutive MXs cases (X310 with digital relocation,
the proposed solution and the previous IDEPAR acquisition
chain) the side-lobe levels decrease and the bistatic range
resolution approach the theoretical value for three DVB-T
MXs (13.16m).

TABLE II
NON-COOPERATIVE TARGET BISTATIC RANGE

EXTENSION AT HALF POWER

TABLE III
NON-COOPERATIVE TARGET SNR COMPARISON

Target echoes from different DVB-T MXs reach the PR
location with different phase shifts (7-8). In the proposed low
cost solution, phase shifts are added because of the non-ideal
performance of the commercial frequency converters (9-10).
Figure 15(b) shows cuts of the CAF in the CPI 6 at the echo
position of a detected target. The CAF outputs are normalized
by their noise pedestal level to represent the SNR for each
acquisition architecture. Non-compensated initial phases, φ p

T ,r
and φ

p
T ,s , negatively affect system performance, generating

relative maxima close to the AF peak. A variation of the AF
peak position is also observed. These effects increase when
the carrier differences between the acquired DVB-T MXs are
kept (X310 DM case). The 3dB width of the target radar echo
along the bistatic range dimension was analysed for three non-
cooperative targets. Mean values estimated along the whole
acquisition time for all study cases are summarised in Table II.
Results show a reduction of the 3dB width of the target echo
along bistatic range by a factor of 2 when the three DVB-T
MXs are considered. The increase of the bandwidth also
increases the SNR of the target at the input of the detection
stage. Table III summarizes the mean SNR estimated for three
targets along the whole acquisition time. The use of multiple
sparse or reallocated DVB-T MXs improves targets’ SNR
with respect to the use of a single MUX. Due to the effects
of phase distortion, the theoretical improvement is reduced
from 4.78 dB to approximately 2.5dBs. SNRs estimated for
the proposed low-cost architecture are comparable to those
obtained from the X310 based solutions, with an increase
lower than 1dB in the best case, that can be related to non-
ideal behaviour of the different processing chains. In any case,
results prove the good performance of the proposed carrier
offset and target Doppler compensation techniques. In the
three cases (X310 DM, X310 CM and Low Cost) target SNR
is up to 3dB better than the best single DVBT MX.

Acquired data were digitally separated into blocks of 2MXs
to analyse system performance for consecutive and disperse
MXs. Two case studies were defined for both high quality
X310 devices based, and low cost approaches: acquisition of
two consecutive MXs (DVB-T physical channels 58 and 59),
and acquisition of two disperse MXs with 16MHz of sep-
aration (DVB-T physical channels 55 and 58). Figure 16
depicts the CAF cut at target location for CPI 6 and for
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Fig. 16. CAF cut along bistatic range at non-cooperative target echo
position. Comparison between two consecutive and disperse MXs for
both processing scheme: a) X310; b) and low cost.

TABLE IV
TARGET BISTATIC RANGE EXTENSION AT HALF POWER COMPARISON

BETWEEN TWO CONSECUTIVE AND DISPERSE MXS FOR BOTH

PROCESSING SCHEMES (X310 AND LOW COST)

both approaches. The 2MXs consecutive (Con.MX) and dis-
perse (Dis.MX) cases are compared with the previous three
MXs and single MX cases. The estimated non-cooperative
target bistatic range extension measured between half power
points along the whole acquisition is presented in Table IV.
Results show a lower target extension when consecutive MXs
are considered, especially in the high quality solution, due to
the absence of frequency and phase distortions produced by
the commercial modules. Nevertheless, the solutions based on
three non-consecutive DVB-T MXs for both low cost and high
quality systems, improve system performance compared with
that obtained processing 2 consecutive MXs.

Despite of the extra phase distortion due to the use of
commercial modules, the proposed low cost solution provides
similar resolution and SNR performances than those obtained
by high performance acquisition boards. To approximate the

TABLE V
DVB-T MXS COARSE OFFSET ESTIMATION

Fig. 17. CAF output of the 60th CPI after the application of the coarse
offset compensation process. Residual frequency mismatching produces
Doppler shifts in clutter and DPI contributions. Blue circles indicate target
positions.

theoretical system performances, echo phase compensation
methods will be studied in future works.

C. Frequency Alignment Algorithms Comparison
1) Coarse Offset Estimation: The estimated frequency shifts

of the three DVB-T MXs with the coarse offset estimation
stage, in both reference and surveillance signals, are sum-
marized in Table V. All reference channel CPIs are correctly
processed due to the high signal level (from 20dB to 55dB,
which is lower than the 86.04dB provided by the acquisition
boards, Section VI.VI-A). The lower surveillance channel
SNR (from 5dB to 22dB) and multiple source signals (targets,
DPI and clutter), only allow the correct processing of some
of the CPIs. In Figure 17 the CAF generated from the 60th
CPI after the coarse offset estimation stage is shown. DPI and
ground clutter contributions maxima are visible around the
theoretical zero Doppler position, at -24, -20 and 16 Hz for
each DVB-T MX pair. The residual frequency mismatching
is also represented by the clutter contribution spread along
Doppler dimension. In addition, several target echoes can
be differentiated in both near and far range. Nevertheless,
useful radar information cannot be extracted due to their non-
real location and movement characteristics. After the coarse
estimation step, the frequency mismatching was reduced to
several tens of hertzs, allowing the application of the van de
Beek method and the one proposed in this article.

2) Comparative Analysis of the Fine Compensation Methods:
In Figure 18, the CAF outputs after the whole compensation
processes are displayed for the cyclic prefix van de Beek
method, Figure 18(a), and proposed compensation algorithm,
Figure 18(b). At this point, the preprocessing stage is not
applied in order to evaluate the compensation methods behav-
iour based on clutter dispersion along Doppler dimension.
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Fig. 18. RDM of the 60th PRI after the application of both compensation
algorithms under study: a) cyclic prefix van de Beek method; b) proposed
compensation algorithm. Blue rectangles denote the three main clutter
sources for dispersion analysis.

In both cases, DPI and ground clutter contributions maxima
are correctly located along the zero Doppler line, but important
differences can be appreciated. In the case of the van de
Beek method (Figure 18(a)), a clutter power dispersion in the
Doppler dimension is shown along all the zero Doppler line,
being remarkable at the positions of the surrounding big build-
ings. At these range locations, the clutter power dispersion can
shadow the moving targets, reducing radar detection capabili-
ties. On the other hand, the proposed compensation algorithm
concentrates DPI and ground clutter contributions maxima
along the two Doppler bins close to the zero Doppler line
with significantly lower dispersion effects along the Doppler
dimension. In Figure 19, a study of the power spread along
Doppler dimension for main clutter sources is shown. The
compensation behaviour of both methods is similar in the
extremes of the Doppler axis and the differences grow for
Doppler values approaching to zero.

To study the dispersion effects on the radar performances
taking into account all processing stages, the Signal to Inter-
ference Ratio (SIR) of different targets was analysed along
the acquisition time. These targets were controlled by visual
inspection during the acquisition time. To characterize this
effect along different range areas, targets at three different
locations were selected: two moving away from the PR
receiver, starting in the 34 and 236 range bins, and one

Fig. 19. a) Dispersion on the Doppler column at the three main
clutter contribution positions; b) Mean dispersion between the selected
columns (van de Beek method in discontinuous line, and the proposed
compensation method in continuous line).

TABLE VI
MEAN VALUE OF SIR FOR THREE TARGETS

approaching to the radar location beginning in bin 447. The
SIR level was analysed using a 2D window with two guard
bins along range and Doppler dimensions, six reference cells
to estimate the pedestal level, and the highest target echo.
The mean value of the SIR along the acquisition time for
the three targets is presented in table VI. A SIR improvement
higher than 3 dB is obtained with the proposed method for
two of the three considered targets. It affects the closest targets
because high clutter contributions concentrate in the CAF area
were these targets are detected. Although the first one is far
from the zero Doppler line, clutter dispersion along Doppler
is increasing the interference level in the reference cells used
for SIR estimation.

The cumulative detection maps after the application of the
square-law envelope detector and the CA-CFAR technique to
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Fig. 20. Cumulative detection maps for 30 seconds of acquisition time: a)
cyclic prefix van de Beek method; b) proposed compensation algorithm.

TABLE VII
ESTIMATED PD AND PFA

the 120 CPIs are depicted in Figure 20. The signal filtering
stage reduces the clutter and DPI presence in the surveillance
channel, eliminating the false alarms at the zero Doppler-line
and reducing the mean pedestal level approximately 1.5dB.
Nonetheless, the clutter dispersion along Doppler dimension
was not eliminated. Therefore, multiple detections are concen-
trated along lines closed to the zero Doppler. The influence of
the clutter spread is also represented by means of recurrent
false alarms along the columns of the three main clutter
sources. The Doppler shifts of these false alarms agree with
the local maxima of the clutter dispersion at 100, 216 and
432 Hz shown in Figure 19. In terms of false alarm rate,
both compensation methods obtain similar results (Table VII),
with a difference lower than the estimation error. In both
cases, the estimated PF A exceeds the design PF A of 10−6

due to the presence of the aforementioned clutter spread. The
differences between methods appear when the target detection
capabilities are analysed (Table VII). Taking into account all
available targets, the proposed compensation method allows

a PD improvement of 16.7%. The improvement increases to
25% when only the nearby targets, up to 100 range bins,
are analysed. The influence of powerful clutter sources in
this area is determining. The conclusions obtained in SIR
analysed above are now evidenced. The detection trajectories
generated for target 3 are similar: the proposed method allows
its detection in 96 CPIs, whereas the van de Beek method
obtains detections in 95 CPIs. In the trajectory estimated for
target 2, target contributions concentration along the Doppler
dimension is more visible. Target 1 contributions are located
between the contributions of two powerful clutter sources.
Using the proposed method, the target is detected in 48 CPIs,
whereas with the van de Beek method, it is only detected
in 38 CPIs.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, a commercial low cost solution to increase
DVB-T based PR range resolution is presented and analysed.
The possibility of using consecutive DVB-T MXs to increase
signal bandwidth is an attractive possibility, but DVB-T MX
allocation is characterized by a high spatial variability and
frequency sparsity. The proposed solution is based on that
proposed in [20]-[23] and allows the exploitation of multiple
non-consecutive DVB-T MX from a single IoO, generating a
new spectrum composed of consecutive shifted channels with
a predefined guard band. The acquisition scheme of IDEPAR
demonstrator was updated to include a new recording system
in charge of the channels relocation. Following the COTS
principles of the IDEPAR demonstrator, commercial Televes
DVB-T modules were selected. The new hardware allows the
selection of the channel to be shifted and the new central
frequency, guaranteeing PR robustness with respect to DVB-T
MX availability, and the fulfilment of requirements imposed
by acquisition systems of operating systems (central frequency
and signal bandwidth). But this hardware introduces frequency
and phase mismatching between reference and surveillance
channels that compromises system operation. To face channel
central frequency variations, a CAF dispersion based compen-
sation algorithm was proposed. The method was divided into
two stages: a coarse offset estimation to enclose the shifted
DVB-T MX around the desired center frequencies; and a
fine adjustment that compensates the center frequency residual
mismatching between reference and surveillance channels. The
proposed low cost solution was evaluated in two levels: by
the comparison with a high performances acquisition system
and by the comparison between frequency compensation algo-
rithms under the low cost acquisition system.

A high performances acquisition system based on USRP
X310 capable of acquiring 80MHz of instantaneous bandwidth
was selected as reference one. Systems performance was
evaluated in terms of range resolution and target echo SNR.
A simultaneous acquisition with the same three DVB-T MXs
was carried out. Results show an almost equivalent range
resolution and SNR improvement with both architectures with
respect to a single DVB-T MX digitally isolated from the
reference acquisition system.

To evaluate the performances of the proposed frequency
compensation algorithm, the well-known cyclic prefix van de
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Beek method was also applied to face frequency alignment.
Although it was not designed for passive radar applications,
is a reference solution to evaluate the proposed method’s
contributions in the considered applications. The performances
of both algorithms were evaluated in terms of target SIR
and clutter dispersion after CAF processing stage, and at
detection level after the CA-CFAR detector. Results show a
significant reduction of clutter dispersion when the proposed
compensation algorithm was applied. The Doppler dispersion
was mainly enclosed to an area of 20Hz around zero-Doppler
line. According to target echo behaviour, all targets under
study improved their estimated SIR, being the most relevant
increase in the targets at low and medium distances where
main clutter sources contributions concentrated. The combina-
tion of both effects produced significant detection capabilities
improvement in areas near to the main clutter sources, as well
as in the faraway targets where the clutter power decreases.
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